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“Dismantling of the secondary system” 



    All activities are performed in accordance with the Decommissioning 

Plan approved by National Commission for Nuclear Activities 

Control (CNCAN); 

- All the decommissioning activities are performed by DDR operators, 

properly trained and authorized;   

- The personnel involved is authorized based on legal duty's and 

responsibilities; must follow security and radiation safety 

     instructions; 

- Working team comprise mechanical, electrical, health physics 

operators and a team leader responsible for the work done;  

- All activities are performed in accordance with the applicable 

procedures and Work Permits. 

 

Legal base 



The secondary system comprises: 

 

 The cooling tower outside the reactor building 

 The underground pipes between the cooling tower and the reactor 
building 

 The pipes and valves in room 39 

 The pipes line through corridors 32 and 01 

 The pipes and the clean part of the heat exchanges in room 31  

 

The secondary system was a clean system from the radiological point of 
view so, the dismantling process was a classical one using standard box 
wrenches / spanners and mechanical cutting tools: electrical saw. 



“The 3D Model of the secondary system” 
Pumps room, corridor 32, corridor 1, room 39 



Room Nr. 39 

Pipes and Valves before the dismantling process 



Start of the work in room 39 

Classic dismantling using box wrenches and box spanners 



Dismantling the rusted flanges to release the valves   



Room 31 - the pumps and heat exchangers room 

Cutting the pipes from the technical water supply circuit 





    Cutting the pipes that penetrate the walls 

through the corridors  32 and 01 



Handling the waste using a hoist, a carriage and the 

electric car  



Corridors 32 and 01 after the pipes were cut 



Walls penetration left open or sealed 



Room nr.39 at the end of the dismantling activity 



 
 

The waste were measured by the radiological characterization 

laboratory and were free released. 

Wastes resulted from the dismantling of the secondary 

circuit system.  

 

 

- Steel - 5863 kg 

- Stainless Steel - 39Kg 

- Rubber -  4 kg 

- Rubble work – 623 kg 



Thank you 


